The Digital Linguistic Mentor (DLM) is a revolutionary software-driven language learning laboratory that blends time-tested methodologies with interactive technology to deliver a superb teaching and learning experience. The methodology is LSRW or Listening-Speaking-Reading-Writing in tandem with appropriate learning materials brought to you through easy-to-use yet state-of-the-art information technology that is preprogrammed to run seamlessly across multiple operating systems while making the learning process interactive and enjoyable. DLM is indeed an effective evaluation tool for the mentor and an efficient communication boon for the mentee.
Digital Linguistic Mentor

Why Choose DLM?
The answer is simple:
- DLM works.
- Methodology is effective.
- Multi-lingual Platform.
- Easy-to-use, fun & cost-effective.

The DLM Method is not a game of charades. It makes intelligent use of world-class IT-enabled tools to teach and learn without clumsy guesswork or frustration – quickly master any foreign language.

General Features
- User friendly interface
- Create unlimited classes & batches
- Effective control over Mentees
- Inognito student monitoring
- Assign lessons for a future date
- Modify pre-loaded lessons
- Add new module/unit/lesson
- Create unlimited customized e-lessons using audio/video/text
- Audio/text communication with selected student without disturbing the rest.
- Live class facility
- Multi-selection for assigning different tasks
- Mentor’s profile can be viewed
- Mentor’s login info & window minimized indicator
- Multi - lingual Platform
- Graphical representation of performance/progress
- Track learning progress through DLM
- Listening, Speaking, Reading & Writing
- Self-paced learning and assessment
- Multi - lingual platform
- 100% security with id/password
- Unlimited Users & Unlimited Usage
- Highly interactive digital content
- Support third party e-learning materials
- Support Windows/Linux/Ubuntu - OSs
- Support Desktop/Thin – client systems
- Universally compatible with third-party digital content
- Life-time perpetual license

Mentor Console
This is the all-powerful administrative control station, which has absolute control of every Mentor Console individually and collectively. Learning materials can be custom-made, added, stored and assigned only from here. Fully secured with multiple user IDs and individual passwords this master workstation boasts the following unique features:
- User friendly interface
- Create unlimited classes & batches
- Approve/Reject Mentee login access
- Effective control over Mentees
- Inognito student monitoring
- Assign lessons for a future date
- Modify pre-loaded lessons
- Add new module/unit/lesson
- Create unlimited customized e-lessons using audio/video/text
- Audio/text communication with selected student without disturbing the rest.
- Live class facility
- Multi-selection for assigning different tasks
- Mentor’s profile can be viewed
- Mentor’s login info & window minimized indicator
- Mentor’s screen capturing
- Mentor’s assignments can be viewed & edited
- Facility for giving feedbacks to Mentee
- View previously assigned lessons
- Remotely control student computer
- Notification tab
- Impex ; import & export user data
- Teach any language
- Generate and print report cards

Mentee Console
This is the student workstation where the DLM assignments are received, worked on and practiced, under the watchful supervision of the mentor. Specifically adapted for language learning, this console boasts the following features:
- Login with unique id & password
- Listen, speak, read and write.
- Repeat, record and role-play
- Compare and Evaluate - Graphical & self
- Voice comparison tool
- View & work on all previously assigned lessons
- Auto evaluated exercises
- Independent audio/text communication with Mentor
- Review and submit assignments
- View Mentor feedbacks
- Text to speech engine
- Inbuilt dictionary
- Hand raise facility
- Learn any language

Digital Linguistic Mentor

DLM provides Mentor with a number of methods for evaluating Mentee - performance and tracking their progress by using writing, listening, recorded and web-based activities to stimulate learners to make use of their growing oral and written language skills while storing results for comparison over time, so that progress can be measured.

Lesson Maker
Provided in the Mentor Console is an excellent tool to make a customized interactive and automatic lesson. These lessons can contain text, graphics, audio & video. This allows teacher to use virtually any media available to create tests and evaluate the learners. Ex. Question types may include multiple choices, true/false, fill in the blanks and essay. Speaking can also be evaluated through digital recorder module. Mentee’s working on assignments or conversations in groups can be evaluated. Their audio recordings can be saved for evaluations.

Track learning progress through DLM

DLM integrates the latest technology around practical approach to learning that have been advocated by scientists, theorists, and educational psychologists for years. Virtual reality, visualization, digital modeling, digitization, simulation, games, virtual worlds and intelligent one-on-one tutoring systems dramatically enhance teaching and learning of elusive concepts by translating abstractions into real-world contexts and providing customized instruction and individualized assessments. However, Mentors and Mentees will be perfectly at ease with DLM as no specialized IT skills are required in the comfortable teaching and learning environment provided by our interface.